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Abstract

Vehicle semantic understanding is a key task in
fully automated driving, where an assessment of
which vehicles to follow, and which vehicles to
ignore is made. In this paper, we obtain a se-
mantic understanding of the vehicle status using
their image-based features and a rule-based sys-
tem. The image-based features represent the vehi-
cle spatial and temporal information. vehicle spa-
tial feature is obtained using a fine-tuned YOLO-3
network. The vehicle temporal information is ob-
tained using a novel semantic segmentation frame-
work. Using these preliminary perception informa-
tion, a semantic understanding of the neighbouring
vehicles is obtained using rule-based system. The
status of the neighbouring vehicles are categorized
as ”safe-to-follow”, ”safe-to-ignore” and ”ignore-
with-caution”. We validate our proposed frame-
work with multiple acquired sequences. Our exper-
imental results show that the proposed framework
can estimate the status of the different vehicles in
the urban road environment in near real-time.

1 Introduction
Automated driving research has gained prominence in the
industry as well as the academia in recent years [John et
al.2018]. In autonomous driving, environment perception,
situation assessment and decision making play an important
role. The intelligent processing of information from the ve-
hicle sensors results in perceiving the environment. Follow-
ing environment perception, vehicle semantic understanding
is used for effective decision making [van Veen et al.2017].

In the complicated driving scene such as urban area, the
semantic understanding of the neighbouring vehicles plays
an important role for realizing the fully automated driving.
Fig 1 depicts typical driving scene in the urban area, where
the autonomous vehicle should not only detect and classify
the surrounding vehicles, but should also assess their status.

In this research, a vision-based vehicle semantic under-
standing framework is proposed for automated driving in ur-
ban roads with multiple lanes using deep learning and rule-
based system. In this framework, we firstly estimate the

spatial-temporal information of all the vehicles in a video us-
ing deep learning-based environment perception [Krizhevsky
et al.2012, Noh et al.2015, Sermanet et al.2014]. To estimate
the spatial information for the vehicles, the YOLO-3, is uti-
lized [Redmon and Farhadi2018]. A fine-tuned YOLO-3 is
used to detect, localize and categorize all the vehicles in a
given image according to their spatial location with respect to
the autonomous vehicle.

The temporal information or binary motion status of all the
vehicles in the road are estimated from a sequence of im-
ages using a novel multi-frame semantic segmentation frame-
work, termed as the vehicle motion estimator (VME). The
VME is able to estimate the motion status of all the vehicles
across multiple frames without the need for tracking. The es-
timated vehicle spatial and motion information are then used
for the semantic understanding of the neighbouring vehicles
in a multiple lane urban road. The neighbouring vehicles are
categorized as “safe-to-follow”, “safe-to-ignore” or “ignore-
with-caution” using a rule-based system.

Safe-to-Follow: In Fig 1, the front vehicle (red box) has ei-
ther stopped for traffic, traffic signal or, alternatively, is ”safe-
to-follow”. Subsequently, the automated vehicle should fol-
low the front vehicle in these situations.

Safe-to-Ignore: Vehicles in the left, right and opposite
lanes (green boxes), which have stopped for traffic, traffic
light, temporary parking or turning, can be ”ignored” by the
automated vehicle, while it follows its predefined route.

Ignore-to-Caution: Vehicles in the left, right and opposite
lanes (blue boxes) which are moving have to be ”ignored-
with-caution”, as the possibility of the these vehicle entering
our lanes, as part of lane change (left-right lane vehicles) or
overtaking (opposite lane vehicles) needs to be considered for
decision making.

Our main contribution to literature are as follows:
• Spatial vehicle localization with respect to the au-

tonomous vehicle using fine-tuned YOLO-3.
• Novel vehicle motion estimation without the need for

vehicle tracking.
• Vehicle semantic understanding framework using deep

learning-based features and rule-based system.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In

Section 2, we survey the literature for situation assessment.
Our proposed algorithm is presented in Section 3, and the
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Figure 1: Typical driving scene for urban driving scene

results obtained are summarized in Section 4. Finally, we
summarize our contributions and present directions for our
future work in Section 5.

2 Related Work
To assess the situation, the environment information obtained
from the perception module is often used, and modeled [Her-
mann and Desel2008]. Typically, the environment informa-
tion is represented using techniques such as ontology [Zhao et
al.2016, Bagschik et al.2018]. In ontology, the knowledge of
the environment are represented using the concepts (classes)
and the relationships (properties) between them. This rep-
resentation is then used by the autonomous vehicle for sit-
uation assessment and decision making [Zhao et al.2016].
Alternatively, researchers have also used probabilistic meth-
ods for situation assessment [McAree et al.2017, Barbier et
al.2018, Hillenbrand et al.2005]. In the works by Coue et
al. [Rummelhard et al.2014, Laugier et al.2011], the authors
use dynamic probabilistic grids and Bayesian occupancy fil-
ters for situation modeling and assessment, these are then
used to make decisions for collision avoidance. Compared to
the ontology methods, the probabilistic models also take into
account the uncertainty involved in perceiving the environ-
ment and assessing the situation. Some researchers have com-
bined ontology and probabilistic methods for situation assess-
ment [Geng et al.2017]. In the work by Geng et al. [Geng et
al.2017], the hidden Markov model is used to learn continu-
ous features of driving behavior of target vehicles in the en-
vironment, which are then represented using ontology. This
representation is used to predict or assess the situation of the
target vehicles future behavior.

Compared to these works, we propose a rule-based situa-
tion assessment framework using deep learning-based vehicle
spatial and temporal information. In our work, the temporal
information is estimated using a novel multi-frame seman-
tic segmentation framework, without the need for tracking,
which is another contribution of our work. In literature, to es-

timate the temporal information, vehicle detection and track-
ing across frames [Hadi et al.2014], using techniques such as
HMM [Jazayeri et al.2011], CAMShift [Xia et al.2013] etc,
is used.

3 Algorithm
The vehicle spatial and motion information is estimated us-
ing deep learning framework. These estimated vehicle fea-
tures are then used to categorize the vehicles using rule-based
logic. We first provide a brief overview of the different
modules in the proposed algorithm, followed by a detailed
overview. An overview of the algorithm is presented in Fig 2.

Vehicle Spatial Information: Given a sequence of images,
z(1 : k), a fine-tuned YOLO-3 network is used to detect, lo-
calize and categorize all the vehicle’s in each k-th frame. The
detected vehicles are categorized into 5 classes by the fine-
tuned YOLO-3 network based on their spatial location with
respect to the autonomous vehicle, given as front vehicle,
left vehicle, right vehicle, opposite vehicle and other ve-
hicle. The other vehicle class includes vehicles which are
either parked outside the road or travelling perpendicularly to
the autonomous vehicle.

Vehicle Motion Information: The vehicle motion infor-
mation is estimated using a novel semantic segmentation
framework, termed as the vehicle motion estimator. Here,
we generate a novel motion representation image template
termed as the Vehicle Motion History Image (VHMI). The
VHMI along with their corresponding pixel-level motion la-
bels, are used as training pairs, to train a U-Net-based seman-
tic segmentation framework, termed as the Vehicle Motion
Estimator (VME), to estimate the motion information.

Vehicle Semantic Understanding: Using the estimated
vehicle spatial and motion information, the vehicle situation
is assessed using a rule-based logic. The assessed vehicles
categories are given as “safe-to-follow”, “safe-to-ignore”
or “ignore-with-caution”. We next present the detailed
overview of the algorithm.



3.1 Detailed Overview
Vehicle Spatial Information
In our fine-tuned tiny YOLO-3 network, we use the same ar-
chitecture as the original architecture, apart from modifying
the 80 object classes in YOLO layers on the network to 5 ob-
ject classes.

Vehicle Motion Information
As a precursor to the binary motion estimation, the bounding
boxes of the vehicle detected, by the YOLO-3 network in the
previous step, are accumulated across multiple frames into a
single image template (VHMI). The VHMI is generated from
a sequence of K frames, z(1 : k), using the output of the fine-
tuned YOLO-3 network, as follows,

Frame 1 (Initialization):

• Initialize a VHMI template, V , with same size as the
image z(1) and zero pixel values.

Iterate for Frame (1 : k):

1. Consider the output of the fine-tuned YOLO-3 vehicle
detector, with N objects, {λ (1)n}N

n=1. Each detection
λ=[b,c, p(c)] contains the bounding box coordinates, b,
the object class, c, and their probability p(c).

2. Omitting the other vehicle class detection, for each re-
maining detection, the detection bounding box region in
the image z(1)[(b)], are transferred to the VHMI tem-
plate V . This is given as, V [(b)]= z(1)[(b). (Fig 2-c).

3. Image regions from the latter frames overwrite the image
regions corresponding to the initial frames in the VHMI
template V .

An illustration of the VHMI generation is given in Fig 2-
c. Following, the generation of V , its corresponding ground-
truth label image G is obtained, manually. In G, the pixels
corresponding to the moving and stationary bounding boxes
in V are annotated as moving vehicle or stationary vehicle,
while the other pixels are labeled as background. An illustra-
tion of the ground-truth annotation of G is shown in Fig 2-c.

The input-output pair V -G is used to train the multi-
class VME which is formulated using a 3-class semantic
segmentation framework. The VME architecture is based
on the U-Net-based semantic segmentation [Ronneberger et
al.2015, Badrinarayanan et al.2015]. However, unlike the
original U-Net which is a binary segmentation framework,
we utilize a multiclass segmentation framework. The VME
is trained with a Adam optimizer with learning rate of 0.01,
β of 0.9 with no decay. The VME is trained with categorical
cross-entropy error function.

3.2 Vehicle Semantic Understanding
Given the estimated vehicle spatial and motion information,
the vehicle situation is estimated using a rule-based system.
The rule-based system is presented in Table 1. The rule-based
system is designing considering the specific scenario of a ur-
ban road with multiple lanes (at-least one lane for automated
vehicle and one lane for oncoming traffic).

Table 1: Deep Learning Spatial and Motion Feature-based
Situation Assessment

Spatial Feature Motion Feature Situation Assessment
Ego Lane Stationary Safe-to-follow
Ego Lane Motion Safe-to-follow

Opposing Lane Stationary Safe-to-ignore
Opposing Lane Motion Ignore-with-caution

Left Lane Stationary Safe-to-ignore
Left Lane Motion Ignore-with-caution

Right Lane Stationary Safe-to-ignore
Right Lane Motion Ignore-with-caution

3.3 Algorithm: Training and Testing
In the training phase, firstly, the pre-trained YOLO-3 is fine-
tuned for vehicle detection using our dataset. Secondly, the
VME network is trained using the input-output pairs of gen-
erated VHMI templates V and ground truth annotations G.

In the testing phase, for a given sequence of k-test frames,
the fine-tuned YOLO-3 is used to generate the N objects
for each k-th frame {λ (k)n}N

n=1. This detection result cor-
responds to the vehicle spatial information.

The N objects detected over K frames are used to generate
the test VHMI V . The test V is given as input to the trained
VME, and the output G is obtained. Note that each G is ob-
tained for an input sequence of k-test frames.

Subsequently, for the K-th or final frame of the test se-
quence, the N detected objects, {λ (K)n}N

n=1, are retrieved,
and the other vehicle objects are omitted.

For each remaining object, the output region in G corre-
sponding to the object bounding box coordinate (b) is re-
trieved. From the retrieved output region, the motion label
with highest class probability is identified. Thus, the vehicle
motion information is estimated.

Given the vehicle spatial and vehicle motion information,
for every non-other vehicle objects in the K-th or final frame
of the sequence, the high-level vehicle situation information
is estimated using the rule-based system.

4 Experiments
The proposed algorithm is validated on acquired dataset with
7 sequences of urban road with multiple lanes, with at least
one lane for the automated driving and one lane for the on-
coming traffic. Each sequence has 50−300 training and test-
ing frames each. Samples of the dataset are shown in Fig ??,4
and 1. The vehicle spatial class, motion class and vehicle
situation assessment class bounding boxes where manually
annotated. The dataset was acquired with an in-house cam-
era. The algorithm was implemented on a Nvidia Titan X
Ubuntu 16.04 machine using Keras-Theano backend [Chol-
let and others2015]. Some results of the algorithm for urban
road of Kariya city in Japan are shown in Fig 3.

We also perform a comparative analysis of our algorithm as
well as a parametric analysis. We report the precision and re-
call to validate the algorithms. We evaluate the different mod-
ules of our proposed framework with baseline algorithms.
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Figure 2: A detailed overview of the algorithm (a) training, (b) testing phase and (c) vmhi generation.

4.1 Vehicle Detector
Firstly, we evaluate the performance of the fine-tuned tiny
YOLO-3 network which reports a detection accuracy of
91.4% . On closer inspection we observe that the vehicle de-
tector has high detection accuracy. However, there are indeed
a few false positives, and few vehicles at distances greater
than 50m which are missed has reported by the precision and
recall of 0.95 and 0.92, respectively.

4.2 Vehicle Motion Estimation
To validate the proposed VME, we perform a comparative
analysis with an optical flow-based deep learning semantic
segmentation framework [Sevilla-Lara et al.2016]. In the
baseline network which is based on U-Net, there are two in-

put branches, and one output branch. The intensity image of
the K-th frame is given as the input to the first input branch.
For the second input branch, the derived optical flow compo-
nents between the k-th and k-1 th frame is used as the input.
Additionally, we have skip connections between the convo-
lutional layers in encoding side and the convolutional layers
in the decoding side. Similar to the VME, a categorical cross
entropy is used to train the network. The results tabulated in
Table 3 show that the proposed framework is better than the
baseline algorithm.

4.3 rule-based system
The rule-based system is validated with several input varia-
tions, given as,
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Figure 3: Some samples of assessment of the detected vehicles in the urban area.

Table 2: Validation of the Vehicle Motion Estimation
Algo. Precision Recall Det Accuracy
VME 0.94 0.91 91.06%

Opt Flow-based U-Net 0.93 0.89 70.25%

Vehicle Spatial Feature Only: Only the deep learning-
based vehicle spatial feature is given as input to the rule-based
system.

Vehicle Motion Feature Only: Only the deep learning-
based vehicle motion feature is given as input to the rule-
based system.

Lane ROI-Vehicle Spatial Feature: Here, the deep learning-
based motion feature and a non-deep learning-based spatial
feature is given as input to the rule-based system. More
specifically, a region-of-interest (ROI) based spatial feature
is given as input using fixed lane ROIs in the image

To estimate the lane ROI-based vehicle spatial feature, the
pre-trained YOLO-3 network without fine-tuning is used to
detect all vehicles in the road. Subsequently, the vehicle spa-
tial feature is estimated by matching the bounding box cen-
troid with the closest lane ROI.

Table 3: Validation of the rule-based system

Algo. Precision Recall Detection Accuracy
Proposed 0.94 0.91 91.06%

Spatial Feat. only 0.92 0.89 89.79%
Motion Feat. only 0.90 0.77 77.45%

Lane ROI 0.90 0.81 81.25%

4.4 Discussion
On closer observation of the results, we see that the spatial
feature alone and motion feature alone-based vehicle seman-
tic understanding are inferior. In Fig 4, we can observe the
performance of the different models for complex and simple
scenes. In case of a simple scene (Fig 4-b), the performance
of the proposed framework, spatial-only and lane ROI spatial
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Figure 4: Result of the different models for (a) complex and
(b) simple scene.

models are similar. While, the performance of the motion-
only model is inferior, as the motion alone is not sufficient to
categorize the vehicle as “safe-to-follow” or “safe-to-ignore”.
The advantage of the proposed framework with spatial and
motion model is more clearer in case of a complex scene



(Fig 4-a)
The computational time of the different modules are as fol-

lows, the vehicle spatial categorization takes 25ms per frame,
or 75ms for the three frame sequence. The vehicle motion
estimation takes 27 ms for the three frame sequence.

The results show that the proposed rule-based system with
deep learning-based spatial and motion features obtain nearly
90% accuracy for vehicle semantic understanding for urban
roads with multiple lanes.

To further enhance the system for autonomous driving in
various different road scenarios, such as rural and shared sin-
gle lane roads, further image-based features such as vehicle
light information, lane marker information and road surface
information are required. The performance of the rule-based
system under this scenario will be evaluated in our future
work.

5 Summary and Conclusion
In this research, a vision-based vehicle semantic understand-
ing framework is proposed for an autonomous vehicle. To
obtain the semantic understanding of neighbouring vehicles,
a vision-based vehicle spatial and temporal estimation frame-
work is proposed using a fine-tuned YOLO-3 and a novel
multi-frame semantic segmentation framework. Using the es-
timated vehicle spatial and motion information, a rule-based
system is used for the semantic understanding of the neigh-
bouring vehicles. The experimental results show that the pro-
posed framework is better than the baseline algorithms.
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